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GAHHH?! What should I do?
A flowchart for aspiring multi-platform reporters
WHAT IS YOUR STORY MAINLY ABOUT?
A SeQUENCE OF EVENTS OR PROCESS

DATA & NUMBERS

People

A MUCH TALKED ABOUT Subject

A Place OR PLACES

DO YOU HAVE ACCURATE
INFORMATION ABOUT HOW THINGS
UNFOLDED?

Is it reliable,
data/info which tells a story?

WHAT RESOURCES ARE AVAILABLE?

Are Folks having an InterestiNg
and ongoing debate Online?

Is there enough information to
tell a geographical story?

Reminder of what's A STORY:

I HAVE A SOMEONE ELSE
cAmERA HAS PHOTOS!

Not surprising* =

YES

NO
fuggedaboutit

MAKE A EXPLANATORY GRAPHIC
1.) Gather the information (in
text). You want at least five
points in time, no more than
10
2.) Gather accompanying
media (illustrations, audio,
video, images, etc.)
3.) Make an explanatory
graphic like a diagram, flow
chart or timeline using
Illustrator

Guides for geeks:
more data stuff!
1. Read this free data
journalism book (written by a
bunch of online journos)
2. Learn to code in a year with
Code Academy
3. Learn to use
D3 js libaries

Surprising =

How About a photo GALLERY?

*Mind you, sometimes unchanged
data values can tell a story, too.

YES

NO
Don't waste
your time!

Make a graphic with
these tools!
1. Google Spreadsheets
or Excel to process data
2. Google Spreadsheets,
Illustrator or code to
build graphic/maps

Not pretty enough?
Wanna learn more?

YES

What’s the photo? (Picture in
your head)
Would I want to see that?
Do you have at least six good
photos to tell your story?
Types of shots:
1. The shot that
encapsulates your story
2. Portrait
3. Detail
4. Action Shot (them doing
something)
5. Establishing shot

Wanna Shoot some video?
1. Shoot actions, hold the
camera still for 10 seconds at a
time. Use
lamivo.com/fiveshot_glossy.pdf
as a guide

This was fun but how
can I get better?

NO
Look elsewhere for
better multimedia/
online storytelling
opportunities...

Crowd-driven storytelling!
1. Curate the voices: Look
where your audience is and
pick out the best parts from
their conversation
2. A call to action: Solicit
opinions or creative content of
from your audiences (Google
Forms!); or create a forum for
people to discuss a subject

Doing more video!
1. Buy better gear
2. Watch lots of
videos to become
better at editing
3. Shoot for practice
everywhere, all the
time (seriously)

YES

NO
MEh, why
bother then?

MAKE A MAP!
1. Find or put together
information for your map:
addresses, spreadsheets
with latitude and longitude
information or geographic
files (.shp, .kml, etc.)
2.) Make your map

Wild Card! Other tools YOu Can Explore
Documentcloud:
Let's you annotate original documents
iMovie or Windows Moviemaker:
Basic video editing tool for dummies (more
advanced Premiere)
Photoshop: Photo editing tool
Soundcloud: Audio hosting
Audacity: audio editing
Above all: be resourceful. If you
need something, Google it!

